
Asphalt Bid and Specifications 

 

Base Bid 1: Removal/Resurface:   Parking lot 6 and Delivery Yard (between lot’s 1 &2) 

1. Clean off asphalt of miscellaneous dirt and debris 

2. Take out and haul away approx. 13,000 square feet of broken and/or unstable asphalt to a depth 

of 4 inches in approximately 2 areas. 

3. Fine Grade and compact sub-grade to maximum density. 

4. Apply tack/binder to all vertical edges. 

5. Install 4 inches asphalt, roll & compact. 

6. Re-stripe and re-stencil per original layout (two coats) 

 

Base Bid 2:  Stencil and stripe the entire campus (including Parking Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,  

          6, 7, 8 & 9, College Circle and all entrances and exits, automotive yard,            

          delivery yard, M & O yard etc.). 

1. Clean off existing asphalt of dirt and debris 

2. Re-stripe and re-stencil per original layout (two coats) 

3. Complete curb Painting per original layout (two coats) 

4. Repair and replace broken, lose or missing reflector on College Circle ( use epoxy adhesive)  

 

Alternate Bid 1:  Fabric Overlay Parking lot 8. 

1.  Complete necessary preparation work and clean asphalt 

2. Install leveling course with hot asphalt as needed. 

3. Machine cold mill (grind) existing asphalt edges along concrete flowline to obtain proper 

height elevation for new overlay and to minimize foot traffic trip hazards. 

4. Apply AR 4000 hot oil and machine install PETROMAT paving fabric. 

5. Machine overlay approximately 87,000 square feet of 2 inch hot asphalt, roll and compact. 

6. Restripe parking stalls and re-stencil back to original layout. 

Alternate Bid 2: Crack seal Delivery Yard, Campus Circle Drive and all entrances/exits as 

needed.  

          1. Clean and apply hot rubberized crack seal material to existing expansion cracks ¼” and  

  larger. 

Note: There are some areas where the old stripping may require two coats of black paint 

prior to stenciling and re-stripping.  


